Observations regarding coarse sediment classification based on multi-beam echo-sounder's backscatter strength and depth residuals in Dutch rivers.
This contribution investigates the behavior of two important riverbed sediment classifiers, derived from multi-beam echo-sounder (MBES)-operating at 300 kHz-data, in very coarse sediment environments. These are the backscatter strength and the depth residuals. Four MBES data sets collected at different parts of rivers in the Netherlands are employed. From previous research the backscatter strength was found to increase for increasing mean grain sizes. Depth residuals, however, are often found to have lower values for coarser sediments. Investigation of the four data sets indicates that these statements are valid only for moderately coarse sediment such as sand. For very coarse sediments (e.g., coarse gravel) the backscatter strength is found to decrease and the depth residuals increase for increasing mean grain sizes. This is observed when the sediment mean grain size becomes significantly larger than the acoustic wavelength of the MBES (5 mm). Knowledge regarding this behavior is of high importance when using backscatter strength and depth residuals for sediment classification purposes as the reverse in behavior can induce ambiguity in the classification.